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Abstract. We develop the Lorentzian geometry of a crooked halfspace in (2 + ^-dimensional

Minkowski space. We calculate the affine, conformai and isometric automorphism

groups of a crooked halfspace, and discuss its stratification into orbit types, giving an

explicit slice for the action of the automorphism group. The set of parallelism classes of
timelike lines, or particles, in a crooked halfspace is a geodesic halfplane in the hyperbolic
plane. Every point in an open crooked halfspace lies on a particle. The correspondence
between crooked halfspaees and halfplanes in hyperbolic 2-space preserves the partial order
defined by inclusion, and the involution defined by complementarity. We find conditions

for when a particle lies completely in a crooked half space. We revisit the disjointness
criterion for crooked planes developed by Drumm and Goldman in terms of the semigroup
of translations preserving a crooked halfspace. These ideas are then applied to describe

foliations of Minkowski space by crooked planes.
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1. Introduction

Crooked planes are special surfaces in (2 + 1)-dimensional Minkowski space E.
They were introduced by the third author [10] to construct fundamental polyhedra
for nonsolvable discrete groups T of isometries which act properly on all of E.
The existence of such groups T was discovered by Margulis [18] and [19] around
1980 and was quite unexpected (see Milnor [20] for a lucid description of this

problem and [15] for related results).
In this paper we explore the geometry of crooked planes and the polyhedra

which they bound.
The basic object is a (crooked) halfspace. A halfspace is one of the two

components of the complement of a crooked plane C C E. It is the interior of a
3-dimensional submanifold-with-boundary, and the boundary 9H equals C.

Every crooked halfspace % determines a halfplane f) C H2, consisting of
directions of timelike lines completely contained in %. Two halfspaces determine
the same halfplane if and only if they are parallel, that is, they differ by a
translation. The translation is just the unique translation between the respective
vertices of the halfspaces. We call f) the linearization of Li and denote it
f) LOH). The terminology is motivated by the fact that the linear holonomy of
a complete fiat Lorentz manifold defines a complete hyperbolic surface. See §5

for a detailed explanation. In our previous works [5], [6], and [7], we have used
crooked planes to extend constructions in 2-dimensional hyperbolic geometry to
Lorentzian 3-dimensional geometry.

The set ©(H2) of halfplanes in H2 enjoys a partial ordering given by inclusion
and an involution given by the operation of taking the complement. Similarly the

set ©(E) of crooked halfspaces in E is a partially ordered set with involution.

Theorem. Linearization ©(E) —» ©(H2) preserves the partial relation defined
by inclusion and the involution defined by complement.

Furthermore, we show that any point in a crooked halfspace H lies on a

particle determining a timelike direction in the halfplane L(Li) C H2.
Crooked halfspaces enjoy a high degree of symmetry, which we exploit for

the proofs of these results. In this paper we consider automorphisms preserving
the Lorentzian structure up to isometry, the Lorentzian structure up to conformai
equivalence, and the underlying affine connection.

Theorem. Let LI C E be a crooked halfspace. Its respective groups of orientation-
preserving affine, conformai and isometric automorphisms are:

Aff+CH) sI3:mZ/2,
Conf+CH) ïl^l/2,
Isöm+CH) X1 m2'/2.
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The involutions preserving TL are reflections in tachyons orthogonal to the spine
of TL, which preserve orientation on E but reverse time-orientation.

A fundamental notion in crooked geometry is the stem quadrant QuadfH) of
a halfspace TL, related to the subsemigroup VfH) of V consisting of translations

preserving TL. The disjointness results of [13] can be easily expressed in terms
of this cone of translations. In particular we prove the following result.

Theorem. Two crooked halfspaces are disjoint if and only if

(1) VertexC%i) - VertexfU2) VfHi) - VfU2).

Finally these ideas are exploited to construct foliations of E by crooked planes.

Following our basic theme, we begin with a geodesic foliation of H2 and extend
it to a crooked foliation of E. Such foliations may be useful in understanding
the deformation theory and the geometry of Margulis Spacetimes.

Figure 1 illustrates a crooked plane and the halfspaces which it bounds.

Figure 1

A crooked plane. Wings are halfplanes tangent to the null cone, and the stem are the two
infinite timelike triangles. The hinges bound the stem and the wings, and are parallel to

the null vectors s—»s-*-. The spacelike vector s is parallel to the spine.
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2. Lorentzian geometry

2.1. (2 + 1)-dimensional Minkowski space. A Lorentzian vector space of
dimension 3 is a real 3-dimensional vector space V endowed with an inner

product of signature (2,1). The Lorentzian inner product will be denoted

Vx V —> R,

(v, u) I—V u.

We also fix an orientation on V. The orientation determines a nondegenerate
alternating trilinear form

Det _VxVxV—>R
which takes a positively oriented orthogonal basis ei,e2,e3 with inner products

ei ei e2 e2 1, e3 • e3 — 1

to 1. Denote the group of orientation-preserving linear automorphisms of V by
GL+(3, JR).

The oriented Lorentzian 3-dimensional vector space determines an alternating
bilinear mapping V x V —> V, called the Lorentzian cross-product, defined by

(2) Det(u, v, w) u x v • w.

Compare, for example, with [13].
In this paper, Minkowski space E will mean a 3-dimensional oriented

geodesically complete 1-connected flat Lorentzian manifold. It is naturally an
affine space having as its group of translations an oriented 3-dimensional
Lorentzian vector space V. Two points p,q G E differ by a unique translation

v G V, that is, there is a unique vector v such that

v ;= p — q G V.
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We also write p q + v. Identify E with V by choosing a distinguished point
o G V, which we call an origin. For any point p G E there is a unique vector
v G V such that p o + v. Thus the choice of origin defines a bijection

V I—> O + V.

For any 01,02 e E,
A01 (v) A02(v + (01 - o2))

where o\ — 02 £ V is the unique vector translating 02 to 0\. A transformation
T

E —> E normalizes the group V of translations if and only if it is affine, that is,
there is a linear transformation (denoted L(F), and called its linear part) such

that, for a choice o of origin,

Tip) o + L(T)(p-o) +u
for some vector u G V (called the translational part of T).

2.2. Causal structure. The inner product induces a causal structure on V : a
vector v ^ 0 is called

• timelike if v • v < 0,
• null (or lightlike) if v • v 0, or
• spacelike if v • v > 0.

We will call the corresponding subsets of V respectively V_,Vo and V+. The
set Vo of null vectors is called the light cone.

Say that vectors u, v G V are Lorentzian-perpendicular if u-v 0. Denote the

linear subspace of vectors Lorentzian-perpendicular to v by v1. A line p + Rv
or ray p + R+v is called

• a particle if v is timelike,

• a photon if v is null, and

• a tachyon if v is spacelike.

The set of timelike vectors admits two connected components. Each component
defines a time-orientation on V. Since each tangent space 7^E identifies with
V, the time-orientation on V naturally carries over to E. We select one of
the components and call it Future. Call a non-spacelike vector v ^ 0 and its
corresponding ray future-pointing if v lies in the closure of Future.

The time-orientation can be defined by a choice of a timelike vector t as

follows. Consider the linear functional V —> R defined by

v 1—> v • t.

Then the future and past components can be distinguished by the sign of this
functional on the set of timelike vectors.
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2.2.1. Null frames. The restriction of the inner product to the orthogonal
complement s^ of a spacelike vector s is indefinite, having signature (1,1).
The intersection of the light cone with s^ consists of two photons intersecting
at the origin. Choose a linearly independent pair of future-pointing null vectors
s± G v^ such that: {s, s_,s+} is a positively oriented basis for V (with respect
to a fixed orientation on V). The null vectors s~ and s+ are defined only up
to positive scaling. The standard identity (compare [13], for example), for a unit
spacelike vector s

(3) s x s- —s- and s x s+ s+,

will be useful.

Figure 2

A null frame

We call the positively oriented basis {s,s_,s+} a null frame associated to s.

(Margulis [18] and [19] takes the null vectors s_,s+ to have unit Euclidean

length.) We instead require that they are future-pointing, normalize s to be unit-

spacelike, that is, s - s 1, and choose s~ and s+ so that s~ s+ — 1. In this
normalized basis the corresponding Gram matrix (the symmetric matrix of inner
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products) has the form
1 0 0
0 0 -1
0 -1 0

The normalized null frame defines linear coordinates (a,b,c) on V:

v := as + bs~ + cs+

so that in these coordinates the corresponding Lorentz metric on E is

(4) da2 — 2db dc.

2.3. Transformations of E. The orientation on the vector space V defines an
orientation on the manifold E. A linear automorphism of V preserves orientation
if and only if it has positive determinant. An affine automorphism of E preserves
orientation if and only if its linear part lies in the subgroup GL+(3,R) of
GL(3, R) consisting of matrices of positive determinant. The group of orientation-
preserving affine automorphisms of E then decomposes as a semidirect product:

Aff+ (E) V xi GL+(3, R).

Denote the group of orthogonal automorphisms (linear isometries) of V by
0(2,1) and the subgroup of orientation-preserving isometries by SO(2,1). Note
that

SO(2,1) 0(2,1) n GL+(3, HIe,

The group of orientation-preserving linear conformai automorphisms of V is
the product SO(2,1) x R+, where R+ is the one-parameter group of positive
homotheties v i-> esv. (Compare (6).) Orientation-preserving isometries of E
constitute the subgroup:

Isom+(Ë) := V x SO(2,1)

and the subgroup of orientation-preserving conformai automorphisms is

Conf+ (E) V x (SO(2.1) x R+).

2.3.1. Components of the isometry group. The group 0(2,1) has four
connected components. The identity component SO0 (2,1) consists of orientation-
preserving linear isometries preserving time-orientation. It is isomorphic to the

group PSL(2,R) of orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane H2.

(The relationship with hyperbolic geometry will be explored in §2.5.) The group
0(2,1) is a semidirect product

0(2,1) s p/i X Z/2) X SO°(2,1)

where tto(0(2, 1)) Z/2 x Z/2 is generated by reflection in a point (the

antipodal map A, which reverses orientation) and reflection in a tachyon (which
preserves orientation, but reverses time-orientation).
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2.3.2. Transvections, boosts, homotheties, and reflections. In the null frame
coordinates of §2.2.1 the one-parameter group of linear isometries

(5)

1 0
0 e*

0 0

0
0
,—t

(for t G R) fixes s and acts on the (indefinite) plane s These transformations,
called boosts, constitute the identity component SO°(l, 1) of the isometry group
of v The one-parameter group of positive homotheties

(6) hs

(where sel) acts conformally on Minkowski space, preserving orientation. The
involution

(7) P '
-10 0
0 0-10-10

preserves orientation, reverses time-orientation, reverses s, and interchanges the

two null lines Ms- and Rs+.

2.4. Octants, quadrants, and solid quadrants. The following terminology will
be used in the sequel. A quadrant in a vector space V is the set of nonnegative
linear combinations of two linearly independent vectors. A quadrant in an affine

space E is the translate of a point in E by a quadrant in the vector space
underlying E. Similarly an octant in a vector space or affine space is obtained
from nonnegative linear combinations of three linearly independent vectors. A
solid quadrant is the set of linear combinations aa. + bb + cc where a,b,c, G R,
a,b > 0 and a, b,c are linearly independent.

2.5. Hyperbolic geometry. The Klein-Beltrami projective model of hyperbolic
geometry identifies the hyperbolic plane H2 with the subset P(V_) of the real

projective plane P(V) corresponding to particles (timelike lines). Fixing an origin
o G E identifies the affine (Minkowski) space E with the Lorentzian vector
space V. Thus the hyperbolic plane identifies with particles passing through o,
or equivalently translational equivalence classes (parallelism classes) of particles
in E.

2.5.1. Orientations in H2. An orientation of H2 is given by a time-orientation
in V, that is, a connected component of V_, as follows. The subset

H2ut := {v G Future | v v — 1}
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of the selected connected component Future of V_ is a cross-section for the
R+ -action V_ by homotheties: the restriction of the quotient mapping

to H2ut identifies H2ut —» H2.
The radial vector field on V is transverse to the hypersurface H2ut. Therefore

the radial vector field, together with the ambient orientation on V, defines an
orientation on H2. Using the past-pointing timelike vectors for a model for H2

along with the fixed orientation of V, we would obtain the opposite orientation.
This follows since the antipodal map on V relates future and past, and the

antipodal map reverses orientation (in dimension 3). Fixing a time-orientation
and reversing orientation in V reverses the induced orientation on H2.

2.5.2. Halfplanes in H2. Just as points in H2 correspond to translational
equivalence classes of particles in E, geodesies in H2 correspond to translational
equivalence classes of tachyons in E. Given a spacelike vector v G V, the

projectivization P(v^) meets P(V_) ^ H2 in a geodesic. A geodesic in H2

separates H2 into two halfplanes.
With a time-orientation, spacelike vectors in V conveniently parametrize

halfplanes in H2. Using the identification of H2 with H2ut above, a spacelike
vector s determines a halfplane in H2 :

consists of the interiors of the two halfplanes ïj(s) and f)(—s). Furthermore,
using the fixed orientation on H2, an oriented geodesic I C H2 determines a

halfplane whose boundary is /, as follows. Let u G I be a point and v be the

unit vector tangent to / at u pointing in the forward direction, as determined by
the orientation of /. Choose the halfplane bounded by / so that the pair (v,n)
is positively oriented, where n is an inward pointing normal vector to I at u.

Transitivity of the action of Isom+(H2) on oriented geodesies implies:

Lemma 2.1. The group oforientation-preserving isometries of H2 acts transitively
on the set of halfplanes in H2. The isotropy group of a halfplane f) (s) is the

one-parameter group of transvections along the geodesic 3f)(s).

In the example (5) in §2.3.2, where

v \ {0} > P(V)

(8) s

1

0
0

this one-parameter group of transvections is just {f/, t G R}.
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2.6. Disjointness of halfplanes. We use a disjointness criterion for two halfplanes
in H2 in terms of the following definition:

Definition 2.2. Two spacelike vectors si, S2 G V are consistently oriented if
si S2 < 0, Si-sf < 0, and sf S2 < 0.

Given the orientation defined above on H2, two consistently oriented unit-spacelike
vectors have a useful characterization in terms of halfplanes.

Lemma 2.3. Let si,S2 V be spacelike vectors. The vectors Si and S2 are
consistently oriented if and only if the corresponding halfplanes fj(si) and fj (s2)
are disjoint.

Before describing the proof, we give two simple examples illustrating the

concept of consistent orientation. Consider the unit spacelike vectors

si :=
-1
0
0

and S2 '

where the Lorentzian structure is defined by the quadratic form

cosh(/)
0

sinh(/)

2 2
y -z

Then si • S2 — cosh(f) < — 1 < 0 for all t. The condition that Si • S2 < — 1

ensures that the corresponding geodesies in H2 are disjoint (or identical). However,
even if the geodesies are ultraparallel or asymptotic, the halfplanes may be nested

or intersect in a slab. (Compare Figure 3 below.) The conditions on sf exclude
these cases.

H2 identifies with the unit disc x2 + y
by z 1. The corresponding halfplanes f) (s; are then defined by

2 < 1 in the affine hyperplane defined

f)(si) {(x,y) I x < 0}

&(S2) {(x,y) I x > tanh(f)}.

which are disjoint if and only if t > 0.
Now

""
0

Si =F1

0
and So

sinh(/)
±1

cosh(/)

so

si sf S2 • sf — sinh(f).
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Thus ïj(si) D fife) 0 if and only if si and S2 are consistently oriented.
A similar example where the corresponding geodesies are asymptotic occurs

with the same si but

Then s^ st" above and

S2

and pair (si,S2) is consistently oriented. The halfplane fjfe) is defined by
x + y > 1 which is disjoint from f)(si). Compare again Figure 3.

Figure 3

Consistently oriented halfplanes.
The first picture depicts halfplanes bounded by ultraparallel geodesies

and the second picture depicts halfplanes bounded by asymptotic geodesies.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Given a spacelike vector s/, the solid quadrant defined by
combinations asi + bs~ + cs}~ where a,b,c, e R and b,c > 0 contains all of
the future-pointing timelike vectors. Moreover, the octant

ri(s) := {aSt + bs~ + c,s* \ a, b, c, > 0}

defines the halfplane ï)(sz In particular,

fj(si) A(si) flH2.

Suppose that si and S2 are consistently oriented spacelike vectors. By
definition, any vector in ri(si) is a positive linear combination of vectors whose
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inner product with S2 is negative, so its inner product with S2 is negative. Thus

A(si) fl A(sf) 0 and fj(si) fl f)(S2) 0-
Now suppose that f)(si) fl f)(S2) 0- Then ^4(si) fl Afo) 0, and s/

and sf all have a negative inner product with sj, as desired.

3. Crooked halfspaces

In this section we define crooked halfspaces and describe their basic structure.

Following our earlier papers, we consider an open crooked halfspace %, denoting
its closure by 1~L and its complement by %c.

A crooked halfspace % is bounded by a crooked plane d%. A crooked plane
is a 2-dimensional polyhedron with 4 faces, which is homeomorphic to R2. It is
non-differentiable along two lines (called hinges) meeting in a point (called the

vertex). The hinges are null lines bounding null halfplanes in E (called wings).
(Null halfplanes in E are defined below in §3.2.1.) The wings are connected by
the union of two quadrants in the plane containing the hinges. Call the plane
spanned by the two hinges the stem plane and denote it S. The hinges are the

only null lines contained in S. The union of the hinges and all timelike lines
in S forms the stem. The stem plane may be equivalently defined as the unique
plane containing the stem.

3.1. The crooked halfspace. We explicitly compute a crooked halfspace in
the coordinates (a,b,c) defined in §2.2.1. Recall that in those coordinates the
Lorentzian metric tensor equals da2 — 2 db dc. Lemma 3.1 (discussed in §3.4)
asserts that all crooked halfspaces are Isom+(E)-equivalent.

3.1.1. The director and the vertex. Let s G V be a (unit-)spacelike vector and

p G E. Then the (open) crooked halfspace directed by s and vertexed at p is
the union

(9) s) '~{q G E I (q — p) • s+ < 0 and (q — p) • s > 0}

U {q G E I (q - p) • s+ < 0, (q - p) • s~ > 0,

and (q — p) • s 0}

U {q G E I (q — p) s~ > 0 and (q - p) s < 0}.

Its closure is the closed crooked halfspace with director s and vertex p, defined
as the union

(10) H(p, s) '-={q G E I (q - p) • s+ < 0 and (q - p) • s > 0}

U {q G E I (q — p) • s~ > 0 and (q — p) • s < 0}.
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Write

p := Vertex(%(/?, s)) Vertex('H(p, s)).

The director and vertex of the halfspace are the unit-spacelike vector and the

point

s and p

respectively. Null vectors corresponding to s are

and s+s

so that in above coordinates % is defined by the inequalities:

b > 0 if a > 0,

b > 0 > c iî a 0,

0 > c if a < 0.

The corresponding closed crooked halfspace % is defined by

b > 0 if a > 0,

b > 0 or 0 > c if a 0,

0 > c if a < 0.

3.1.2. Octant notation. The shape of a crooked halfspace suggests the following
notation:

H {a, b > 0} U {a, c < 0}.

The three coordinate planes for (a,b,c) divides E (identified with V) into eight
open octants, depending on the signs of these three coordinates. Denote a subset

of E by an ordered triple of symbols such as +, —, 0, ± to describe whether the

corresponding coordinate is respectively positive, negative, zero, or arbitrary. For
example the positive octant is (+,+,+) and the negative octant is
In this notation, the open crooked halfspace l~L(p, s) is the union

(+> i) U (0, +, —) U (—, ±, —).

3.1.3. The hinges and the stem plane. The hinges of are the lines through
the vertex parallel to the null vectors s_,s+:

h-(p, s) := p + Ms
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and

h+(p, s) := p + Rs+;

so the stem plane (the affine plane spanned by the hinges) equals

S(p, s) := p + s±.

In octant notation, h_ (0, ±,0), h+ (0,0, ±) and the stem plane is the

coordinate plane (0, ±, ±) defined by a 0.

3.1.4. The stem. The stem consists of timelike directions inside the light cone
in the stem plane. That is,

Stem(/>, s) :={/? + v I v e s1, v • v < 0}.

In octant notation the stem is (0, + +) U (0, —, —) and is defined by

a 0, be > 0.

The stem decomposes into two components: a. future stem (0, + +) and a past
stem (0, —, —Of course the boundary dStem is the union of the hinges h- Uh+.

3.1.5. Particles in the stem. Particles in the stem also determine involutions
which interchange the pair of halfspaces complementary to C. Particles are lines
spanned by the future-pointing timelike vectors

U '=
0

for any t R, with the corresponding particles defined by a 0, b e2tc.
The corresponding reflection is:

a
|

Rt
—a

b e2tc

c e~2tb_

See [3] for a detailed study of involutions of E.

3.2. The wings. The wings are defined by a construction (denoted W involving
the orientation of V. We associate to every null vector n a null halfplane
W(n) C V and to every null line p + Rn the affine null halfplane p + W(n).
Define the wings of the halfspace fi(p, s) as p + W(s-) and p + W(s+)
respectively.
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3.2.1. Null halfplanes. Let n be a future-pointing null vector. Its orthogonal
plane n^ is tangent to the light cone. Then the line Rn lies in the plane n-.
The complement n^ \Rn has two components, called null halfplanes. Consider a

spacelike vector ven1. Then n is either a multiple of v+ or v-. Two spacelike
vectors v, w G n-1 are in the same halfplane if and only if

v+ w+ n or v- w_ n.

up to scaling by a positive real. A spacelike vector s G V thus unambiguously
defines the following (positively extended) wing:

(11) W(s) := {w g V I w s > 0 and w s+ 0}.

Each hinge bounds a wing. The wings bounded by the hinges h_ (0,0, ±)
and h+ (0, ±,0) are defined, respectively, by

W_ := (+,0, ±) {a>0,b 0}

and

W+ := (—, ±, 0) {ß < 0, c 0}.

3.2.2. The spine. A crooked plane C contains a unique tachyon a called its

spine. The spine is the line through Vertex(C) parallel to the director of C. It
lies in the union of the two wings, and is orthogonal to each hinge. The spine is
defined by b c, 0 or (±,0,0) in quadrant notation.

Reflection R in the spine interchanges the halfspaces complementary to C.
In the usual coordinates it is

a a
^

R^b —b

c —c

Furthermore each halfspace complementary to C is a fundamental domain for
{R).

3.2.3. The role of orientation. The orientation of E is crucially used to define

wings. Since the group of all automorphisms of E is a double extension of
the group of orientation-preserving automorphisms by the antipodal map A, one
obtains a parallel but opposite theory by composing with A. (Alternatively, one
could work with negatively oriented bases to define null frames etc.) Negatively
extended crooked halfspaces and crooked planes are defined as in (9) except that
all the inequalities involving (q — p) • v are reversed. In this paper we fix the
orientation of E and thus only consider positively extended halfspaces. For more
details, see [13].
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3.3. The bounding crooked plane. If TL(p, s) is a halfspace, then its boundary
dTL(p,s) is a crooked plane, denoted C(p, s). A crooked plane is the union of
its stem and two wings along the hinges which meet at the vertex. Observe that
the complement of TL(p, v) is the closed crooked halfspace Ti(p, —v) and

dTL(p, v) C(p, v) dTL(p, -v).

3.4. Transitivity. For calculations it suffices to consider only one example of a
crooked halfspace thanks to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The group Isom+(E) acts transitively on the set of {positively
oriented) crooked halfspaces in E.

Proof The group V acts transitively on the set of points p e E and by Lemma 2.1

SO(2,1) acts transitively on the set of unit spacelike vectors s. Thus Isom+(E)
acts transitively on the set of pairs (p, s) where p e E is a point and s is a

unit-spacelike vector. Since such pairs determine crooked half spaces, Isom+(E)
acts transitively on crooked halfspaces.

In a similar way, the full group of (possibly orientation-reversing) isometries of
E acts transitively on the set of (possibly negatively oriented) crooked halfspaces.

3.5. The stem quadrant. A particularly important part of the structure of a
crooked halfspace Ti is its stem quadrant Quad (TL), defined as the closure of
the intersection of TL with its stem plane S (TL) and denoted:

(13) QuadfH) := ('H n S (TL)) C E.

Closely related is the translational semigroup VfH), defined as the set of
translations preserving TL:

(14) w(TL):={ve V\U + vcU} c V.

Proposition 3.2. Let TL be a crooked halfspace with vertex

p := Vertex(TL) e E,

stem quadrant QuadfH) C E, and translational semigroup VfH) C V. Then:

QuadfH) p + V(H).

The calculations in the proof will show that the VfH) has a particularly
simple form.
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Figure 4
The stem quadrant of a crooked halfspace

Corollary 3.3. Let s G V be a unit-spacelike vector and p G E. Then VfH(p, s))
consists of nonnegative linear combinations of s~ and —s+.

Since N{H(p, s)) is independent of p, we also denote it by V(s).

Proof Write the stem quadrant in the usual coordinates:

QuadfH) (0, +, -) {c < 0 a < b).

A vector v (a, ß, y G V satisfies p + v G Quad(H) if and only if:

(15) y < 0 a < ß.

We first show that if p + v G QuadfH), then v G VfH). Suppose the
coordinates ct,ß,y of v satisfy (15) and let p (a, b,c) G %.

• If a > 0, then a + a a > 0 and /3 + b > 0.

• If a 0, then a + a 0 and ß + b > 0, as well as y + c, < 0.

• If a < 0, then a + a ~ a <0 and y + c, < 0.

Thus p + v G "H as desired.
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Conversely, suppose that v G VfH). Suppose that a > 0. Choose a < —a
and b < —\ß\- Then p (a,b,c) G TL but v + p £ Ti, a contradiction. If
a < 0, then taking a > —a and c > \y\ leads to a contradiction. Thus a 0.

We next prove that ß < 0. Otherwise ß > 0 and taking p (0,b,c) where
c < —y and b > 0 yields a contradiction. Similarly ß > 0. Thus (15) holds,
proving p + v G QuadfH) as desired.

Proposition 3.4. Let s G V be a unit-spacelike vector and p G E. Then the

complementary open halfspace Ti(p,s)c equals TL(p, —s) and

V(H(p,sf) -V (H(p.s))-

3.6. Linearization of crooked halfspaees. Recall that in §2.5.2 we associated

every spacelike vector in V to a halfplane in H2. Given s G V spacelike and

p G E, we define the linearization of TL(p, s) to be

L(H(p. s)) f](s).

We first show that linearization commutes with complement:

Corollary 3.5. The correspondence L respects the involution. Suppose TL C E
is a crooked halfspace with complementary halfspace TLC. Then the linearization
LfHc) is the halfplane in H2 complementary to L(TL).

Proof. The spine reflection R defined in (12), §3.2.2 interchanges % and kic.
Furthermore its linearization L(jR) is a reflection in 3LfH) which interchanges
the particles in IT and Tic. Therefore LfHc) and LfH) are complementary
halfplanes in H2 as claimed.

Next we deduce that linearization preserves the relation of inclusion of
halfspaees.

Corollary 3.6. The correspondence L respects the partial ordering. Suppose that
TT\,Ti2 C E are crooked halfspaees, with linearizations LfHi),LC%2) C H2.
Then

H\ C %2 LÇHi) C LfU2).

Proof. Let t G LfHi). Then there exists a particle t parallel to t such that

i C TL\. Since TL\ c IT2, the particle I lies in %2• Thus t G LfH2) as

claimed.

Clearly LfHi) C LfH2) does not in general imply that Tt\ C %2-

Corollary 3.7. Suppose Tt\, IT2 are disjoint crooked halfspaees. Then their
linearizations LfHi),LfH2) are disjoint halfplanes in H2.

Proof. Combine Corollary 3.5 and Corollary 3.6.
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4. Symmetry

In this section we determine various automorphism groups and endomorphism
semigroups of a crooked halfspace and the corresponding orbit stmcture.

We begin by decomposing a halfspace into pieces, which will be invariant under
the affine transformations. From that we specialize to conformai automorphisms,
and finally isometries.

4.1. Decomposing a halfspace. The open halfspace H %(p, s) naturally
divides into three subsets, the stem quadrant, defined by a 0 in null frame

coordinates, and two solid quadrants, defined by a < 0 and a > 0. Recall that

a solid quadrant in a 3-dimensional affine space is defined as the intersection
of two ordinary (parallel, that is, "non-crooked") halfspaces. Equivalently a solid

quadrant is a connected component of the complement of the union of two
transverse planes in E.

4.2. Affine automorphisms. We first determine the group of affine automorphisms

of %.
First, every automorphism g of 'H must fix p := Vertex(H) and preserve

the hinges h_, h+. The crooked plane d% is smooth except along h- U h+
so g leaves this set invariant. Furthermore this set is singular only at the vertex

p h- D h+.
Since % is vertexed at p, the affine automorphism g must be linear (where

p is identified with the zero element of V, of course).
The involution:

/ a \ —a

p b —c

V c —b

defined in (7) preserves % (and also %c), but interchanges h- and h+. The
involution preserves the particle:

a b + c 0.

Thus, either g or gp will preserve A+ and h-. We henceforth assume that g
preserves each hinge.

The complement of h- in dH has two components, one of which is smooth
and the other singular (along h+). The smooth component is the wing W-,
which must be preserved by g. Thus g preserves each wing.

Each wing lies in a unique (null) plane, and these two null planes intersect
in the spine defined in (12) in §3.2.2, the tachyon through o parallel to s. The

spine is also preserved by g. Thus g is represented by a linear map preserving
the coordinate lines for the null frame (s,s_,s+), and therefore represented by
a diagonal matrix. We have proved the following result.
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Proposition 4.1. The affine automorphism group of TL equals the double extension

of the group of positive diagonal matrices by the order two cyclic group (p). It
is the image of the embedding

m? m (z/2) Aff+(Ej.

pV
0 0

0 6' 0
0 0 6"'

where 6 0, l(mod 2).

Figure 5

Affine automorphisms. This figure depicts a single crooked plane C, and
the lightcones for three affinely equivalent Lorentz structures in which C
is defined. For each of these Lorentz structures, a crooked halfspace
complementary to C meets the future in a region defining a halfplane in H2.
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4.3. Conformai automorphisms and isometries. Lorentz isometries and ho-
motheties generate the group of conformai automorphisms of E, that is the

set of Lorentz similarity transformations. By §2.3 a conformai transformation
(respectively isometry) is an affine automorphism g whose linear part L(g) lies
in SO(2, l)xR+ (respectively SO(2,1)). By Proposition 4.1, the linear part L(g)
is a diagonal matrix (in the null frame) so it suffices to check which diagonal
matrices act conformally (respectively isometrically).

Proposition 4.2. Let % be a crooked halfspace.

• The group Conf+fH) of conformai automorphisms of TL equals the double
extension by the order two cyclic group (p) of the subgroup of positive
diagonal matrices generated by positive homotheties and the one-parameter
subgroup {rjt \ t e 1} of boosts. It is the image of the embedding

R2 xi (Z/2) Conf+OH),

((s,/),é) 1—> Pesrjt

where 6 0, l(mod 2).

• The isometry group of TL equals the double extension of the one-parameter
subgroup {rjt \ t e 1} of boosts, by the order two cyclic group (p).

4.4. Orbit structure. In this section we describe the orbit space of TL under
the action of its conformai automorphism group Conf+fH). The main goal is
that the action is proper with orbit space homeomorphic to a half-closed interval.
The function:

<&(a,b, c) := be la2

defines a homeomorphism of the orbit space with R U {—oo}. The action is not
free. The only fixed points are rays in the stem quadrant which are fixed under

conjugates of the involution p.

4.4.1. Action on the stem quadrant

Lemma 4.3. The identity component Conf°fH) R2 acts transitively and freely
on the stem quadrant Quad("H).

Proof. Fix a basepoint qo in the stem quadrant:

(16) qo :=
0
1

-1
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Then

tâtiqo)
0

An arbitraiy point in the stem quadrant Quad(H) is

(17)

with a 0 and b > 0 > c,. Then:

P

p V—bc,

ls%t(qo)

0

yj-b/e
_--J-c/b_

where

and

s

t

log(&) + log(-c)

log(^) - log(-c)

are uniquely determined.

However, the group of similarities Conf+('H) Conf°fH) >4 (p) does not
act freely on the stem quadrant as the involution p fixes the ray

" 0 "
1

Fix(p) := - b h > (l
—b J

4.4.2. Action on the solid quadrants. The stem quadrant Quad(U) divides %
into two solid quadrants, (+,+,±) defined by a >0, and (—,±,—) defined

by a < 0.
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Figure 6

A slice of a basic orbit; the line is transverse to all of the orbits

Lemma 4.4. The identity component Conf°(H) acts properly and freely on each

solid quadrant in TL \ Quad('H), and p interchanges them. The function

H \ Quad!//1 -A R,

a
b

c

defines a diffeomorphism

CH \ QuadCH))/Conf+CH)

Proof We only consider the solid quadrant (+,+,±), since (—, ±,—) follows
from this case by applying p.

We show that the set B of all:

(18) Py :=
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where y G 1, is a slice for the action on (+, + ±). Namely, the map

Conf°CH) x B —* + +, ±) C H,

(Oh»#» Pß) fr-k IsMPfib

is a diffeomorphism. If p is an arbitrary point as in (17) above, and a,c, > 0,
then:

5 := log(ß), t := log(Jbfci), ß := $>(p) bc/a2

uniquely solves

*h$t(Pß) p
and defines the smooth inverse map. Thus Conf°(%) acts properly and freely
on each solid quadrant. Since p interchanges these quadrants, Conf+(%) acts

properly and freely on %\QuadfH) as claimed and <£> defines a quotient map.

4.4.3. Putting it all together. Now combine Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to prove that

Conf+('H) acts properly on %. Furthermore, the quotient map 4> takes % onto
the infinite half-closed interval {—oo} UR.

The main problem is that the slice B used in the proof of Lemma 4.4 does

not extend to Quad("H), since a 1 on 5 and Quad(H) is defined by a 0.
To this end we replace the slice B, for parameter values 1 > a > 0, by an
equivalent slice B'. The new slice B' is parametrized by a variable 1 > a > 0,
which converges to the basepoint qo e Quad('H) as defined in (16) as a y 1 and

converges to po as a \ 0. These points po on B corresponding to parameter
value ß 0, and the basepoint on Quad(H) equal

and

Po

qo

1

1

0

"

0
"

1

-1
respectively. Thus we replace the segment of the slice B for ß <0, by points
of the form:

a

Pa 1

a — 1

for 1 > a > 0. The corresponding y-parameter is

y(a) := $(/&) ^



with inverse function:

a(y) :=

We obtain inverse diffeomorphisms
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2y

(0,1) —»• (—oo, 0) —> (0,1)

which extend to homeomorphisms [0,1] fa [—oo, 0].

4.4.4. A global slice. Thus we construct a slice a for the Conf°fH) -action on
using the function y &(p) extended to

U {—oo} U

by sending QuadfH) to — oo. Furthermore we can extend a uniquely to a p-
equivariant slice for the action of Conf°(%) on H,. We define the continuous
slice for the parameter — oo < a < oo; it is smooth except for parameter values

a —1,0,1 where it equals:

o-(-l) :=

o-(0) := q0

a(l) :=

-1
0

-1
"

0
"

1

-1

T
l
o

On the intervals (—oo, — 1], [—1,0], [0,1], and [l.oo), smoothly interpolate
between these values:

for a < — 1. a(a :=

for — 1 < a < 0, a(a) :=

for 0 < a < 1, a (a) :=

-1
-y(-a)

-1
a

ct 1

-1

a
1

a — 1
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for 1 < a. a (a) :=
1

1

y(a)

5. Lines in a halfspace

In this section we classify the lines which lie entirely in a crooked halfspace. The
natural context in which to initiate this question is affine; we develop a criterion
in terms of the stem quadrant for a line to lie in a halfspace.

5.1. Affine lines. Given an affine line t C E and a point o e E, a unique line,
denoted l0, is parallel to I and contains o. Let rff* denote the one-parameter
group of homotheties fixing o and preserving the crooked halfspace:

E E,

Then

» o + e*v.

(19) l0= lim
t—y—oo

Lemma 5.1. If I C % and o Vertex(H), then I0 C H.

Proof The homotheties e AS£+(H) so C %. Apply (19) to the

closed set % to conclude that t0 C ft.
Now let S C E be the stem plane of ft. Unless t is parallel to S, it meets

S in a unique point p. Since t C ft and

PinS QuadOH),

the stem quadrant Quad(H) 3 p. Then translation of t0 by p — o is a line
through p which is parallel to I, and thus equals I. Therefore we have the

following result.

Lemma 5.2. Every line contained in Pi not parallel to S is the translate of a
line in Pi passing through Vertex(Pi) by a vector in Y(Pi).

5.1.1. Lines through the vertex. Now we determine when a line i translated

by a nonzero vector lies in Pi. Suppose that I is spanned by the vector

(20) v
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We shall use the orthogonal projection to the stem plane S defined by

E —> S CE
X "0"
y 1—> y
z z

First suppose that i does not lie in the stem plane S, that is, a ^ 0. By
scaling, assume that a 1. Then t consists of all vectors

aw

a
aß

ay

where a e R. Since TL (+, +, ±) U (0, + —) U (—, ±, — the condition that

aw e TL is equivalent to the two conditions:

• a < 0 implies ay < 0;

• a > 0 implies aß > 0.

Thus t C TL if and only if ß,y > 0. Moreover if\TL {<?} if and only if
ß,y < 0.

It remains to consider the case when t C S, that is, a 0. Since

Stem('H) (0, +, +) U (0, —, —),

the condition that t C % is equivalent to the conditions ßy > 0, that is, t lies

in a solid quadrant in % whose projection to S maps to Stem('H) C S. We
have proved the following resurt.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose i C lj is a line. Then orthogonal projection to S maps

t to Stem("H) c S.

5.2. Lines contained in a halfspace and linearization. Suppose that v defined
in (20) is future-pointing timelike, and that Rv C TL. Then the discussion in
§5.1.1 implies that necessarily ß,y > 0. Now a1 < ßy implies that ß,y > 0,
that is, that all coordinates ot,ß,y have the same (nonzero) sign. This condition
is equivalent to the future-pointing timelike vector having positive inner product
with the unit-spacelike vector:

so :=

and this condition defines a halfplane in H2. We conclude with the following
result.
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Theorem. Let TL(p, s) C E be a crooked halfspace. Then the collection of all
future-pointing unit-timelike vectors parallel to a particle contained in TL(p, s)

is the halfplane (j(s) C H2.

5.3. Unions of particles. We close this section with a converse statement.

Theorem. Let TL C E be a crooked halfspace. Then every p e TL lies on a
particle contained in TL.

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for the halfspace

TL (+, +, ±) U (0, +, -) U (-, ±-).
Start with any p in the open solid quadrant (+, +, ±) We will now describe a

point q in the stem quadrant (0,+,—) for which the vector p — q is timelike.
Write

P

and

q

so that a,b > 0 and B > 0 > C. First choose B so that 0 < B < b, then
choose

C < min

Let

so that

v p-q
a

b-B
c-C

v V a2 - (b - B)(c - C) < a2 - a2 0,

b — B > 0 and c — C >0. That is, the line q + tv is a particle. All of the points
on the line where t > 0 lie inside the solid quadrant (+, + ±) and all of the

points where t < 0 lie inside the solid quadrant (—, ±,—).
A similar calculation applies to points in the (—, ±,—) solid quadrant.
It remains only to consider points p e Quad(97) (0,+,—). Any timelike

vector pointing inside of TL will suffice, but choose the timelike vector

v
1/2"

1

1
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Consider the line

All points where t > 0 lie inside (+,+,±), and all points where t < 0 lie
inside (—,±,—).

6. Disjointness criteria

In this section we revisit the theory developed in [13] in terms of the notion of
stem quadrants and crooked halfspaces. If Ti\, 772 arc disjoint crooked halfspaces,
then their linearizations f); LfHi) are disjoint halfplanes in H2 (Corollary 3.7).
Suppose that s; is the spacelike vector corresponding to as in §2.5.2 and that

they are consistently oriented.

Definition 6.1. Let Si,S2 be consistently oriented spacelike vectors. The interior
of V(si) —V(s2) is called the cone of allowable translations, denoted A(si,S2).

We show that two (open) crooked halfspaces with disjoint linearizations are

disjoint if and only if the vector between their vertices lies in the closure of the

cone of allowable translations.

Theorem. Suppose that s,• are consistently oriented unit-spacelike vectors and
that p\, p2 e E- Then the closed crooked halfspaces ft(p\,S\) and TL(p2,$2)
are disjoint if and only if
(21) pi - pi G A(si,S2).

Similarly TL(p\, Si) P\l~L(p2,^2) 0 if and only if p\ — p2 lies in the closure

of A(si,s2).

Proof We first show that (21) implies that TL(p\, Si) E\'H(p2,^2) 0- Choose

V| G V(s/) for i 1,2 respectively. Choose an arbitrary origin po e E and let

Pi := Po + V,-.

Lemma 2.3 implies that the crooked halfspaces 1i(po,Si) and Tt(po,$2) arc
disjoint. By Theorem 3.2,

H(pi,Si) := TL(po, si) + vz- c TLt

Thus Tt{p\,s\) and H(p2,S2) arc disjoint.
Conversely, suppose that TLipi^si) E\Ti(p2,S2) 0. We use the following

results from [13], (Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.4.1), which are proved using a case-by-
case analysis of intersections of wings and stems.
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Proposition 6.2. Let s, g V be consistently oriented unit-spacelike vectors and

pi e E, for i 1,2. Then C(p\, Si) D C(p2, S2) 0 if and only if
•for ultraparallel si and s2,

(22) (p2 - P\) • (s 1 X S2) > \(P2 - pi) Sil + \(P2 - Pi) S2|;

• for asymptotic si and s2 (where s^j~ sJ then

(23)

(P2 ~ Pi) 'Si <0,

(P2 ~ Pi) S2 < 0,

(p2 ~ Pi) • (S+ X S~ > 0.

First suppose that si and s2 are ultraparallel and consider (22). The inequality
defines an infinite pyramid whose sides are defined where the absolute values
in (22) arise from multiplication of ± 1.

Corollary 3.3 implies that A(si,s2) consists of all positive linear combinations

of
51 5 Sj S2 5 §2 •

Each of these vectors defines one of the four corners of the infinite pyramid. We

show this for two vectors, while the other two vectors follow similar reasoning.
Set p2 — pi sf, and plug this value into both sides of (22). The left-hand

side expression, using (2) and (3), is

s7 • (si x s2) Det(s7, si, s2) -s2 • (si x s^) s2 • s^.

By the definition of consistent orientation, this term is positive. The right-hand
side expression is:

|s7 Sil + |s7 s21 |s7 • s21.

Thus, the vector p2 — pi sf defines the ray on the corner with the sides

defined by s2 sf | • s21.

Now, set p2 — pi — and plug this value into both sides of (22). The
left-hand side expression, using (2) and (3), is

-sf (s 1 X s2) -Det(s^, Si, s2) s2 • (si x sf s2 sf.
By the definition of consistent orientation, this term is positive. The right-hand
side expression is

I — sj" * Si I + I — sf s2| |s2 • s2|.

Thus, the vector p2~ pi defines the ray on the corner with the sides

defined by s2 • s^ | • s21.

The asymptotic case (23) is similar. The set of allowable translations, defined

by (23), has three faces whose bounding rays are parallel to

52 ' -S2 _S7' Sl~-

The rest of the proof is analogous to the ultraparallel case (22).
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7. Crooked foliations

In this final section we apply the preceding theory to foliations of E by crooked
planes. These foliations linearize to foliations of H2 by geodesies. Thus we regard
crooked foliations as affine deformations of geodesic foliations of H2. In this

paper we consider affine deformations of the foliation T(t) of H2 by geodesies

orthogonal to a fixed geodesic t C H2.

7.1. Foliations. Let Mm be an m-dimensional topological manifold. For 0 <
q <m, denote the coordinate projection by

Definition 7.1. A foliation of codimension q of Mm is a decomposition of
M into codimension q submanifolds Fx, called leaves, (indexed by x e M
together with an atlas of coordinate charts (homeomorphisms)

u K®

such that the inverse images (II o i/T/)-1 (y), for j 6l? are the intersections
U n Lx. A crooked foliation of an open subset Q C E is a foliation of
Q by piecewise-linear leaves Fx which are intersections of Q with crooked

planes. More generally, if £2 is an open subset such that Ù is a codimension-0
submanifold-with-boundary, we require that 3 £2 has a coordinate atlas with charts

mapping to open subsets of crooked planes.

The linearization L(Fx) of each leaf Fx is a geodesic in H2, and these

geodesies foliate an open subset of H2. Thus the linearization of a crooked
foliation is a geodesic foliation of an open subset of H2.

7.2. Affine deformations of orthogonal geodesic foliations. Given a geodesic

i C H2, the geodesies peipendicular to I foliate H2. This geodesic foliation of
H2, denoted T{), linearizes crooked foliations T as follows.

The leaves of T{F), form a path of geodesies parametrized by a path of
unit-spacelike vectors st • The leaves of a crooked foliation T with linearization
L(fF) T{F) are crooked planes with directors st. Thus T will be specified
by a path pt in E such that the leaves of T are crooked planes C(pt,st). We
call pt the vertex path of T.

Proposition 7.2. Let pt, a < t < b be a regular path in E such that p't
belongs to the interior of the translational semigroup VfH(Sf)). Then for every
a S h,h S b, the crooked planes C(ptl,Stl) and C(pt2,St2) are disjoint.
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Proof. We may assume the foliation gives rise to an ordering of the corresponding
halfspaces

wjsjj c m sa).

for all a < t < b. Let t\ < t2, and set \t p't\

•t2

Pt2 ~ Ph
Jtl

vtdt.

Since s* is a continuous path, fj(s/j) lies between ïj(sa) and (j(Sf2), which lies
between fj(Sfj) and Ij(sft). In particular, for every t G (^1,^2)»

VCH(Sf)) c A(sf2, —s?1).

(Note that sZl, S/2 are not consistently oriented but —stl, st2 are.) Thus every
vt belongs to A(s/2,—S/j). Since A(s/2,—S/j) is a cone, it follows that p2~ pi
belongs to it as well.

We explicitly calculate a family of examples. The spacelike vectors perpendicular

to the geodesic t C H2 defined by the vector s in (8) form the path

s t '=
0

cosh(/)

sinh(/)

G V.

As in §2.2.1, the corresponding null vectors are

1

s,
V2

=F1

sinh(/)

cosh(/)

G V

which, for any p G E define crooked halfspaces Pi(p, S/). The translational
semigroups Y(H(p,St)) consist of all

v(/) := atst - btsf -^=

—(at + bt)
(at -bt) sinh(0
(at - bt) cosh(/)

where at,bt > 0. By Proposition 7.2, the vertex path pt is obtained by integrating
v(t).

The linearization Tif) of the crooked foliations with leaves C(pt,St) is
invariant under the one-parameter group of transvections |;t defined in (5) in
§2.3.2. When the coefficients at,bt are positive constants, then the leaves Lt
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are orbits yt (Lq) of a fixed leaf Lq by an affine deformation yt of For
example, let at \fla, bt *j2b, where a,b > 0. Then the vertex path is

Pt

-{a-\- b)t
(ia — b) cosh(/)

(a — b) sinh(7)

When a b, the vertex path is a spacelike geodesic. Figure 7 depicts such a
foliation.

Figure 7

A crooked foliation
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Figure 8

One can visualize crooked planes by their intersections with a fixed definite plane,
called zigzags in [9], §3.3. The first picture illustrates the family of zigzags arising
as intersections of the crooked planes C(0, s^) vertexed at the origin 0. The second

picture illustrates the family of zigzags arising from a crooked foliation where pt
is a spacelike geodesic.

Figure 9

The first picture illustrates another view of Figure 7, where the vertex path
is the invariant axis of an affine deformation yt of ft. The second picture
illustrates a crooked foliation where the vertex path pt is a generic orbit of yt.
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